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Improvements to WritFiling 
 
 
In response to your feedback we are making improvements to the WritFiling application to help support your 
work and improve your experience as a user.  
  
In December 2011, in an effort to align more closely with the Province of Ontario’s WRITS system, we 
amended the WritFiling product to remove the ability to record judgment or cost information in a foreign 
currency.  
 
Previous to 2011, judgment and cost amounts in certain foreign currencies could be recorded using the 
Currency drop-down selection from within the Judgment tab.  
 
With the changes in 2011, users were asked to record the foreign currency information, where applicable, 
within the Comments section on the Judgment tab of the product. Foreign currency amounts, where 
recorded in this manner, were viewable on the Public Comments section within the WRITS system and also 
available to the end user through a Writ Detail Report. 
 
Coming on May 12, 2014:  
 
Working with the Ministry of the Attorney General (MAG) we are now making available the ability to record 
judgment and cost information in a foreign currency, using a more expansive list of currencies that are 
available from within both the provincial WRITS system and through the WritFiling product.  
 
This is significant because if judgment/cost amounts require to be recorded in a foreign currency, the user 
may now do so directly within WritFiling by selecting the appropriate foreign currency (most world currencies 
are supported). In addition, since the information is stored in the WRITS system, which in turn will now 
support foreign currency recording as well, the information will be reflected within the Judgment/Cost Details 
section of the Writ Detail Report (instead of within the Public Comments section). 
 
A sample screenshot of the Judgment tab of the WritFiling product below may help to elucidate further. 

 

 

 

 

 



Sample screenshot of the Judgment tab displaying the new foreign currency options 

 

 

Thank you once again for your support of our software!  

 

 
 
  

 


